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TOURISM COCKTAIL
CenStates TTRA members share how they spend their precious research
funds in results-oriented and strategic ways.

JAKE SILLAVAN | VISIT FRISCO DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER
Research is helping Visit Frisco (Texas) be more efficient with decision
making and reporting. In a fast-growing, progressive destination like Frisco, it
was important to have a baseline to be compared to in future years.

1 PART

WORK EXPECTATIONS

This is what I like to call our “Bureau Report Card”. Since
2008, we’ve conducted three Economic Impact studies
(2008-2009, 2012-2013, 2016-2017) via Destination
Analysts. Not only is this report great high-level ‘hero’
number material for our Board of Directors and City
Council, but also this becomes a great PR opportunity.
From visitor volume and visitor spending to tax revenue
and jobs supported, it’s important to show the surrounding
community how tourism directly affects them. Starting
in 2018, this will become an annual study conducted by
Tourism Economics. Multiple surrounding DFW cities
utilize Tourism Economics for an economic impact study, so
for an apples-to-apples comparison opportunity, this makes
logical sense for us.

ONE
PART

TWO
PARTS

2 PARTS

AD RECALL & AD
EFFECTIVENESS

Since re-branding, measuring ad recall and ad effectiveness
has become an integral part of our strategy. By surveying
hotel guests across all 17 Frisco properties, we gain insights
on whether hotel guests recalled any advertisements or
earned media for Visit Frisco before their trip and if that
influenced them to visit.

3 PARTS

PIXELING & TRACKING

Thanks to ADARA Impact, we're able to not only associate
hotel bookings with a digital campaign, social media post or
piece of content on our website, but more importantly, we
are able to associate a monetary ROI, which is huge! Being
able to see what campaign, piece of content, or media
vendor drives the most visitation is important on many
levels. And then, if you're able to layer in the behavioral
data and real-time movement that Arrivalist provides,
you're slowly closing the circle on who your visitors are.

THREE
PARTS

FOUR
PARTS

4 PARTS

CONSUMER SPENDING &
VISITOR MODELING

We wanted to better understand who our visitors were,
how they were spending their dollars, where everyone who
looked like our visitors were located, and place a value on
each potential visitor to make our marketing more efficient.
I like to think of it as more a 'laser focused' vs. 'shotgun
spray' approach. Our partnership with Buxton Company
allows us to do just that. We're able to become more
efficient in our key markets while effectively tapping into
markets that we've overlooked in the past using spending
and psychographic data.

CHASER

WATER FOR DD

Because we are a City department, the research that

With DFW International Airport being one of the top

we conduct can ultimately be utilized to help other City

three busiest ports of entry for international arrivals

departments' strategies and/or influence their decisions.

to the United States, coupled with the fact that we're

We conduct an 'Opinions on Tourism Developments'

located 22 miles due north of a major market (Dallas),

survey that both residents and visitors complete. Any

Frisco sees some international visitation (mostly

crossover in opinions on valuable potential developments,

day trippers). Visit Dallas, Visit Fort Worth, Visit

attractions of interest, or dining options of interest can

Grapevine and DFW Airport have all collaborated on

directly give our Economic Development Corporation

an International Visitation study from Travel Market

some valuable insights.

Insights. Visit Frisco will buy into the collaboration this

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

AIRPORT TRAVEL

year to keep international visitation to the Metroplex topof-mind as we continue to grow.

CHEERS
By Jake Sillavan
Visit Frisco Digital Marketing Manager
From the radio and entertainment industry to travel and tourism,
Jake brings a wide array of digital marketing experience to Frisco.
Data rules!
VisitFrisco.com

TTRA strives to increase the quality, value, effectiveness,
and use of research in travel marketing, planning and
development. CenStates is the regional chapter that
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